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Abstract- Development of virtualized technology has rapidly increased in storage area network and server resources. It includes simulation of whole computer network modules. In this paper, we connect the router and Ethernet switch in cloud of GNS3 simulator and deliberate its advantage for network virtualization and its enhancement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

GNS3 means Graphical Network Simulator-3 is one of the graphical network virtualization and simulation tool that allows network designer and developer to implement and integrate with multiple networked computers, hosts and routers, Ethernet switch in virtualized environment within a budget to validate and test new networking protocols and also verify a specific network algorithm. Computer network simulation is an important modern technology that provides easy and economic method of testing and validation of network feasibility. GNS3 is a network software emulator that allows the combination of virtual and real devices, used to simulate complex networks. Network virtualization constitutes a smart layer of abstraction that deals with the flexible deploying and managing network services and its underlying resources.

It uses Dynamips emulation software to simulate Cisco IOS. GNS3 is used by many large companies including Exxon, Walmart, AT&T and NASA, and is also popular for preparation of network professional certification exams.

Importing the various Cisco router and switches in Gns3 can be added as a library and used as an interface of the elastic environment in real world work. Since Gns3 has inbuilt packages but it only used for small purpose and also provides a provision to include external modules, it is easier to project a large one with payable one.

Using the Gns3 libraries, it is easy to detect and analyses the data transfer between router and Ethernet switch and connected with cloud to provide a normal analyzing.

In these there is no pre-processing is needed to transfer the data. If one data is modified and store in the cloud then it changed as a normal one and shows the modified one recent to all the connected devices in the Ethernet switch and Router.

The needed packages could be downloaded and import with the specific name and Idle number and it should be checked for added purpose on the given terms.

II. SIGNIFICANCE OF SDN

The significance of SDN is described as follows,

a. SDN is a Network programmability.
b. SDN is a Logically centralize intelligence and control.
c. SDN is an abstraction of the network
d. SDN is an Openness to all graphical simulation.
e. SDN supports very portable and cross-platform compatible on UNIX, Windows and MacOs.

III. SIGNIFICANCE OF GNS3

The significance of GNS3 is described as follows,

a. GNS3 is an open source, free program.
b. Can simulate complex network.
c. Simulated topology can be connected to real world
d. Packet capture between devices on our system.
e. VMware and Virtualbox do provide many advantages
f. Allow to build complex topologies that include servers and PCs that run software from Solar winds.

IV. GNS3 LIBRARIES AND PACKAGES FOR SDN

a. DYNAMIPS
An emulator dedicated to emulate some Cisco hardware. Dynamips can run unmodified IOS images. In the new GNS3 1.4, there is a way to run a second category of switches and routers. These are classified as Routing and Switching virtual machines (or R+Svms) for short.

- IOS images are usually run in Dynamips however R+Svms are housed in a virtual machine.
- IOS images are lower in cpu and memory so you can fit more of them in one topology.
- R+Svms are all vendor Routing and Switching images that are larger in size but can be imported into GNS3 for real world network emulation.

b. VIRTUALBOX
- Invalid VirtualBox Manage executable name VirtualBox.exe
- Cannot start VM because hardware virtualization (VT-x/AMD-V) is already used by another software like VMware or KVM

c. QEMU
Qemu can emulate part of the hardware, but some components specific to a physical ASA are missing in some terms.

- For example, the hardware clock on the hardware ASA(Adaptive Security Algorithm) appliance is missing
- The ASA kernel can sometimes replace it depending of the speed of your computer, but results may vary

d. IOU
IOU is an experimental technology from Cisco and have no warranty to be stable. The best is to try with a different image.

e. VPCS
VPCS is a mini system consider as a personal computer to interact or for communicate with other personal computer.

g. CLOUD
It is one of the important for connecting router into cloud, especially while doing exercise on a Laptop that is not connected to a network. There is a solution that always connect to Gns3 routers to a system using loopback adapter. We can connect the cloud in GNS3.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

Drag the VPCS images connected with a specific Ethernet switch. In this Gns3 we are construct 2 Ethernet switches and 6 VPCS to connect with an Ethernet and provide an specific Ethernet connection towards the ISP Routers to give an normal connections through the cloud.

Each VPCS are named as PC-the value. The number of VPCS can be used to connect with the available Ethernet switches.

PC-1 was connected with the cable of Ethernet(e0) to e0. PC-2 was connected with the cable of Ethernet(e0) to e1. PC-3 was connected with the cable of Ethernet(e0) to e2. PC-4 was connected with the cable of Ethernet(e0) to e4. PC-5 was connected with the cable of Ethernet(e0) to e5. PC-6 was connected with the cable of Ethernet(e0) to e6. The first 3 pc are connected with Ethernetswitch-1 and the next 3 pc are connected with Ethernetswitch-2.

In each ISP Router we have to term to function with the value of the router consider as 0/0. Then the cloud was been connected with the Router to transfer the information or passing information from one to another.
Each Ethernet connection has an separate allocation to formulate the condition and terms the conditions should be monitor by the given Ethernet switch. Then the connection should be performed with a collective layer of terms and it collects the terms and conditions on the given router. The monitoring terms and conditions are maintained with the connected devices.

Then VPCS to EthernetSwitch-1 and EthernetSwitch-2 has needed to be started and the specific issue of the documents or any changes in the IP address are been defined in the given terms.

The needed telnet addresss was been allocate to the given terms specific configuration. The functioning task may also be given to the tasks only one Ethernet connection for the Cloud connection.

If any of the node was not started then the value assigning task should be made by the tasks was reduced. It tasks the value assigning performance for the needed one.

Then it needs to be selected from based on the CPU and RAM specified. It took the time for the collected samples of the Ethernet.so, the server needed to be getting start.

Maximum the value are been assigned with an particular task .If two or more servers are been available then the connection could be performed by the task. Then the server was been chosen by the user.o Or based on the RAM and CPU needed for the tasks. Or based on the RAM and CPU needed for the tasks.

This paper shows the combination of an given Ethernet condition of the wired one which was connected through cloud provides an interface serial through all connected PC in the Ethernetswitch connection. With the help of router, it reduce many...
issues such as lack of performance, lack of trustworthiness. The graphical representation helps to identify the connections made through the normal system and cloud without any basic knowledge strengthen the throughput and reduces the memory usage for the system to transfer the message. Thus, Gns3 provides various graphical representation and task modules that can be used in the real world which helps the transmission condition to easily identified and monitor the flow properly.
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